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Today’s Weather
Rain, heavy at times today,
gradually tapering oft tonight
mid early t lllllll
hut increasing again late tomorrow
and Thursday. Continued mild.
Strong gusty southeasterly
winds today. Snow level: 7,000.
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WASHINGTON
Richard M. Nixon
officially became the 37th President of
the United States yesterday, pledging
to devote his administration to the
cause of world peace,
NEW ORLEANS
New Orleans
District Attorney James Garrison has
done an about face and has agreed to
proceed tmlay in the trial of Clay
Shaw, accused nearly two years ago
or conspiring to kill Piesi(knit John F.
Kennedy.
which marked
PARIS The speed
agreement on the new phase of the
Vietnam peace talks has admittingly
caught the U.S. off guard, kind U.S.
sources indicated they would get down
to serious negotiating as soon as
possible.
WASHINGTON -- The S preme
Court gave open hou.sing a big boost
Monday, ruling 8-1 that cities and
states cannot require laws against discrimination to run the usual voter’s
gauntlet.
CORONADO, CALIF. --Commander
Lloyd M. Bucher said yesterday he
couldn’t destroy secret equipment
aboard the USS Pueblo when the North
Koreans captured it because the Navy
didn’t give him any explosives.
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Striking AFT Profs
Stage Night
In President’s Office

To Alleviate Conflicts

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Students will receive their fall
semester gradea Feh. 7 at the
addresses they indicated at
re); ist ration. Address changes
id be reported to the
Itegist rar’s ()Rice, A DM 102,
I)) .lan. 31.
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By JOHN RODERT Mt IR
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A new Student Athletic Conunittee
is in the creation stage, and it is hoped
by ASB Trea.surer Dave Aikman that
this new committee. will alleviate past
and current problems existing between
the Athletic Department and student
government.
In a letter sent out yesterday to all
the head coaches, Aikman asked that
tearn meetings be called as soon as
possible for the purpose of electing a
team representative to become member of the new Student Athletic
Commit tee.
"It is hotred," said Aikman, "that
every team will do the same, thus
creating a releant student laxly of

Semester Grades

students to express their opinions to
the associated students."
"I would appreciate it if this could
be done as quickly as possible, for the
spring budget committee will be meeting very shortly and I WTI concerned
about the opinions of the athletes regarding their financial needs," Aikman
said.
Aikman has ieported that a number
of football players am already at work
trying to get this new conunittee off
the ground,
It is hoped by members of the executive council of student government that
this committee will aid in creating
dialogue where before, on the face of
it, there appeared to be no communication at all.
The creation of the Student Athletic
CoMmittee is a direct result of last
week’s student council meeting. At that
time, refering to the Athletic Advisory
Board, Aikman stated that most of the
people making policy decisions for the
Athletic Department knew very little
about athletics or the needs of the
athletes.
The mason for this committee. then,
is to get people who know what they
are talking about into positions where
they will be listened to.
Aikman believes it is imperative that
this committee be formed and operating before deliberations on the spring
budget take place.
The budget for next year will be
approximately $720,000, of which 41 per
cent, or $295,000, usually is designated
to the Athletic Department.
There is some cause for alarm as
cettain members of Student Council
presently are advocating that the Athletic Department be cut off from student financing and either sink or swim
on its own merits.
Aikman is of the opinion that the
formation of the Student Athletic
Committee is the proper means for
making the Athletic Department more
relevant for the students within it and
at the same time, more relevant for
the majority of the students who
financ.e it.

Photo by Terry Wilson
A GROUP OF DEFIANT students and faculty merge around Tower Hall
yesterday before some 28 American Federdtion of Teachers staged what
Pres. Robert D. Clark called a "sit-in" in his office. The striking teacher’s
union claimed, however, they were conducting marathon talks with the president to determine just which teachers "resigned" because of certain provisions in the Education Code.

Buddhist To Speak
Vo Van Ai, secretary general of
Overseas Buddhist Association of Paris,
will speak Sunday at the Chapel of
Reconciliation, Campus Christian Center, 10th and San Carlos Streets, at
11 a.m.

Tuna Fish, Bread, TV Dinners
Donated to Striking Teachers
By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Strikers received a shot in the arrn
yesterday fmm an East San Jose
grocery store which donated $32.34
worth of assorted foodstuffs to them.

--Photo b., hn,le Hnban
IT WAS A HOUSEWIFE’S DREAM yesterday for SJS’ striking teachers
and students, as Pete Garcia, right, proprietor of Pink Elephant Market,
donated more than $30 worth of food to their cause. Garcia makes out the
donation slip above, while Bob Griffith, left, associate professor and AFT
member, watches over the shopping cart full of groceries. Beside him is
Pa+ Morton, member of the Student Strike Support Committee. To her
left, in the background, is Daily staffer Kenyon Jordan.

The food, donated by Pete Garcia,
pmprietor of the Pink Elephant Market, 400 S. King Road, will go mainly
to picketeers on the night shifts, AFT
spokeamen said.
Included in the amount were 4 cans
of tuna, 1 big jar of mayonnaise and
10 loaves of bread for sandwiches, plus
a 5-pound ham, a box of oranges, 2
pounds of coffee and 28 TV dinners.
The dinners were intended for the
striking professors who yesterday began what the AFT calies a "round the
clock conference" in Pres. Robert. D.
Clark’s office.
Garcia said he was donating the food
because he recognized one of the
strike’s aims is for better educational
opportunities for minority young
people.
"After all," he said, "I’m a minority,
too. I grew up poor. I know what it’s
like.
"People don’t realize how had things
are over here on the East Side," Garcia went on. "You ran cross the street.
for example, and find people starving."
The striking teachers are not the
first party to feel the Pink Elephant’s
benevolence. Garcia was among the
early proprietors to send food to Cesar
Chavez when the grape strike was
starting in Delano. Later his was the
first San Jose store to take grapes off
the shelves.
He RISO gives fuod to G.I. forums,
churches, schools and certain needy
families.
He would not say if his Retina mirrors the feelings of the East Side community, but he said most of the people
are "probably glad" tn see a strike
which is concerned with alleviating
racism.
Making the pick-up for the strikers
were Bob Griffith, associate professor
of art and Arr member. and Pat Morton and Jim Walton, members of the
Student Strike Support Committee.
Griffith said he was "very encouraged" by the donation and hoped more
shunt of support would come, from the
Kidd Side in the near future.

By ISABEL DURON
Spartan DaUy Staff Writer
Twenty-eight striking members of
the American Federation of Teachers
IAFT) Local 1362 slept last night in
the office of SJS Pres. Robert D.
Clark.
According to AFT spokesman Dave
Elliott, professor of speech-conununications and one of the 28 in Pres. Clark’s
office, the AFT was prepared to spend
the next 48 hours in Tower Hall or
until Pres. Clark should clarify his position on the five-day regulation.
Pres. Clark, in a memorandum to
the faculty last Thursday, said he felt
the California Education Code, Section
24311, which provides for the "automatic resignation" of faculty absent
without leave for five consecutive days,
is unnecessarily punitive and should
not be applied to the case of the striking instructors.
But, the memorandum continues, the
law had to be enforced and he would
see to it that it was.
The 28 striking AFT members,
among them Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford,
president of the AFT, met with Pres.
Clark asking him to take a moral
stand consistent with his conscience.
This he could do, they insisted, by
not turning in any faculty attendance

Dean Joe H. West Hall
Official Name for Dorm
"Waffle Towers" will become a
memory of the past tomorrow.
That’s the day the Board of Trustees are scheduled to give the student named dorm its rightful name -- Joe
H. West Residence Hall.
The dorm title was submitted to the
Trustees upon the recommendation of
the Campus Planning Committee of the
Academic Council, with the approval of
Pres. Robert D, Clark.
Joe H. West joined SJS in 1929,
when he was appoint,ed assistant registrar. He successively became registrar
from 1932-48. (lean of students from
1948-54, and dean of summer sessions
fmm 1954-1065, when he retired.
According to Pres. Clark, Dean West
was known for many years of his stay
at SJS as the "dean of Deans," and
hr was "loved by genetations of students." He served the college for 36
years.
Last spring, many siudents expressed
the wish that the new high-rise dormitory be named the "Martin Luther
King Memorial Residence Hall," after
the slain civil rights leader. Petitions
were circulated to this effect and presented to the administration.
Pres. Clark, however, expressed the
opinion that a more appropriate building would be an instructional classsayini..! he "would be
room

Plane Crash Kills
Two SJS Students
Skin divers recovered the bodies of
two SJS students Friday from Calaveras Resemoir, where their rented
light plane crashed Wednesday.
They were pilot Klaus-Dieter Bergau, 1731 Enright St.. Santa Clara, a
19-year-old physies major, and Maureen
Daire. 18, of Ttoy, Ohio. Miss Daire
resided at Washburn Hall,
A private funeral service was held
Friday for Miss Ditire with inurnment
at the Chapel of the Chimes in Oakland. Funeral Services were held yesterday for Bergen with inurnment at
the Santa CIR IT City Cemetery.
The couple left Reeci-Hillview Airport in East San Jose Wednesday on a
sight -seeing flight

very much in favor" of naming the
proposed social science building at SJS
after Dr. King.

Special on KSJS
The semester’n top events on the
&IS campu.s will he summarized in a
30-minute special produced by the
Ftadio and Television News Center
(RTNC) and aired on the campus radio
station, KSJS-00.7 FM, at 7 tonight.
The semester special will also be
aired on KRPM-98.5 FM, Friday night
at 9.

I eports for the month of January, thus
eliminating the possibility of identifying the professors who have violated
the five-day rule.
In a statement yesterday afternoon,
Pres. Clark said if he. complied with
the strikers’ demand, he would "in effect join the strike. That I do not intend to do."
Although Pres. Clark said notices of
inquiry would go out to some 25 to 30
professors who, according to department attendance records, have not attended classes for five consecutive
days, Prof Elliott stated none of the
28 instructors in Pres. Clark’s office
had received such a notice.
Prof. Elliott explained that Pres.
Clark was unwilling to specify the
names of the instructors to whom the
letters would be sent and that the
letters would be sent out at "his personal discretion."
In a statement made by Pres. Clark
yesterday morning, he said Dr. Hobert
Burns, academic vice president, sent
letters yesterday informing 28 faculty
members that attendance records indicated their five-day absence and asking for the professors to offer evidence
to the contrary if their records were
incorrect.
"This is to insure that we report attendance accurately. The letter clearly
states that it is not a notice of
termination.
"I am not firing striking faculty
members, for such a procedure would
require direct action on my part. The
Educational Code provision allows the
college no latitude in the situation
and no empowered action to exercise
discretionary powers," Dr. Clark said.
Prof Elliott said the 28 striking
members presently in Dr. Clark’s office had "in fact missed class for five
consecutive days. We are on strike and
make no bones about it."
According to the AFT spokesman, it
was not the intention of those strikers
in Pres. Clark’s office to obstruct or
prevent the normal operations of his
office.
"We merely wish to give him every
opportunity to confer on the matter.
But after 48 hours, we have to assume
that, in face, we have been fired."
Dr. Clark referred to the 28 instructors in his office as constituting a
"sit-in," hut the AFT preferred to call
it an around-the-clock conference.
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IFinals Schedule

Group 1 classes meet daily, MWF, M, W, F, MWTh, MTWF, MWThF, MW,
MF, WF.
Group II classes meet TTh, T, Th. TWTh, MTTh, MTThF, MTWTh, TWThF.
CLASS TIME
7:30
7:30
8:30
8:30
9:30
9:30
0:30
0:30
1:30
I :30
2:30
2:30
1:30
1:30
2:30
2:30
3:30
3:30
4:30

GROUP

a.m.
a.m.

I

41".

I
II

LT.
&T.

I

a.m.
a.m.

I
II

d.T.
01.111.

1
I

LT.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1
II
1
II
1
II
I
11
II

TEST DATE
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Wednesday, Jan. 29
Thursday, Jan. 30
Thursday, Jan. 30
Friday, Jan. 24
Fridaj. Jan. 24
Mon ay, Jan. 27
Monday, Jan. 27
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Tuesday, Jan. 28
Monday, Jan. 27
Monday, Jan. 27
Friday, Jan. 24
Friday, Jan. 24
Thursday, Jan 29
Thursday, Jan. 29
Thursday, Jan. 23

TEST HOURS
7:30-9:45 a.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
7:30-9-45 a.m.
7:30-9:45 a.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
7:30-9:45 a.m.
10-12:15 p.m.
7:30-9:45 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
1-3:15 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.
3:30-5:45 p.m.**

Experimental History I7A Class exam is Thursday, Jan. 23, from 7-9:15 p.m.
Thursday night class exams is Thursday, Jan. 23, from 7-9:15 p.m.
**If desired, the time of this examination may be changed to 4:30-6:45 p.m.
5 and 5:30 classes will have their finals at the last regular class meeting.
Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option of the instructor,
extend over the two examination periods which they control.
Classes meeting on the hour will fake exams with classes meeting the previous
half-hour, i.e., a 9 4.111. Group II class meets on Thursday with the 8:30 Group
II classes.
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inteilectuai Community

Lecturer Rapped; Non -Strikers Tired

gie Aiiilent- a chance to air their problems and grievances.
Th, 12-menober eon .... ittee, composed of
six administrators. four students and two
faculty, didn’t get to handle many cornplaints this semester. People seemed reluctant to -tate their problems since they
feared reprkal. the Nlii-tatig Daily related.
Studints did not mail themselves of the
discrioninat
co in
t tee "soundingboard" partly because they weren’t aware
id existed. Foreign students were reluctant

to report discrimination allege!’
since
they are guests of the L.S. and feared
deportation.
ST1 DENT BODY REFERENDUM
Cal Poly student voters may get a real
break at Cal Poly if the electorate api 2/3 Oil
measure which would
lower the number of needed signatures by
half for a recall and approve a "plebicCiie" 011 controversial actions taken by the
student go eminent.
A student leader can be recalled easier
and forced to face a vote of confidence if
15, not :ill per Celli, of the voting students
sign a petition: the reeall is still hard to
v%

of the active student
voters sign -policy petitions," their tied.’
are binding on the student legisIf five per Celli

lature.

whirl. makes student power a
meimingful tool if really used, the Mustang Daily reports.

Instead of 2800 signatures needed for
recall petition to succeed, only 1400 are
1114’11141 11101 surely you can find that ntany
mit of a -4114.01 of 9,600 ... can’t you?
a

CERRITOS COLLEGE
A little less burning a topic than stu-

dtnt

power-policies concerns the attempt

of the Cerritos College Board of Trustees
to

ret ..... e

cigarette

machines from

the

campus, the Talon Nlarks reports.
It seems an instructor has objected to
the ‘"cancer-aik" vendors
the Trustees to put

and

requested

the prespective

ban on

the agenda before Christmas. The instructor’s concern for the students’ health was

h e read
Aooociat
statistics on
ette n
king.
manifested after

American

Medical

cancer and cigar-

Although the Norwalk’s college vending
machines only bring in $4,500 a year, they

the Truatees
heeonow students will still smoke, although
i neon% enieneed.

will probably he retained by

Reagan and Tweedly Reineke, all saying something but not saying anything; talking in
rhymes. On the other hand I see the Walrus
and the Carpenter, duping all the little
oysters.
Gov. Reagan, I.t.-Gov. Reineke and Chancellor Dumke all take a stand not to negotiate, but when asked why they give a rash of
broad generalities.
On the other side of the coin is the AFT.
The strike itself has been orderly and fair for
the most part, and many members are striking
only to negotiate. But there are those among
the ranks, especially some of the student
groups, who are led to believe they are fighting racism, and fighting for the good of the
country, when in fact they are the unsuspecting "oysters" of certain "Walruses" and
"Carpenters." They will be "eaten" along with
the enemy if and when their leaders get control of the situation.
The two sides should and must sit down
and negotiate before this polarizing of issues
causes another "civil war." We are supposedly
civilized; not children who cry when we cannot get 100 per cent our own way; not
aboriginals who kill at the least provocation.
Mark White
A1775

Sophistry Lives
Editor:
Tuesday night the California State Employees Association, using student funds, flew
NYU Professor Sidney Hook in to read his
Jan. 3, 1965 New York Times Magazine article, "Freedom to Learn But Not to Riot."
The occasion was a CSEA meeting but this
organization satisfied the requirement by announcing the event inconspicuously in ’Tuesday’s Daily. Thus does CSEA justify use of
student funds to present an anti-student
speaker at its meeting. The few students who
attended did so in order to point out the inevitable flaws in Prof. Hook’s arguments.
CSEA is a company union which opposes
the strike. Hook was brought in to provide
moral and "intellectual" support to the
st rikebreakers.
A Student Council resolution provides that
students shall decide how all student monies
are spent.
The CUPB gave CSEA the money for honoraria in good faith. CSEA should return the
money and apologize for this violation of
trust.
Hook is the first to condemn hecklers as
depriving the speaker of his right to free
speech, yet he himself used his amplifier to
drown out the legitimate questions of Dr.
James O’Connor and others.
During the question and answer period, I
was tecognized by Hook before O’Connor, also
recognized, had finished his obviously critical
question. After I Indicated I wanted O’Connor
to be allowed to finish, 1, too, becatne the
enemy and was ignored. Two or three innocuous otiestions were Flirted by Hook before he heat a hasty retreat.
It was unquestionably the moat disgusting
performance I have ever witnessed. Academic
fteedom? The man doesn’t know what the
words mean!
Hook places great emphasis on staying
within ones field nf competence, yet Tuesday
night found him in unfamiliar waters when
he attempted to relate his poorly-developed
generalizations to the politically dominated
California higher education situation. Hook
claims to seek to avoid political interference
in higher education. Can’t he see tt’s already
here?
How does one express his outrage Over this
travesty? Prof. Hook was not heckled. He
was permitted to read his 4 -year-old article
uninterrupted in spite of its mindleiss and unfounded attacks on students. The diacourtesy

ate in brochures and

s to

isita

.. i .. r

senior high sel Is. Dr. %Loge’s ’work
contribution on this matter %%mold be
welcomed.
During the last two summers. with doe
initiative of Professor E. A. Dionne and
the financial support of the Kaiser Coo,
[’oration, we lime sponsored four-week
programs for high school minority students from the Seaside area in %hid’ opportunity in science and engineering for
Is as emplu . siz . 41.
people of all backgr
Excellent reports and photographic recand

Thrust and Parry

FAIltor:
I hope I speak for the majority of the people
on campus. I am getting sick and tired of the
way some people on both sides have handled
themselves during the recent AFT’ strike.
I feel like Alice did when she entered Wonderland. I see
Dumke and Tweedly

ili,-eusseil was
which we might increase enrollments
of minorities in engineering and SCiP111.1.
and ways in which employment programs
for mi .... rities in technical areas could he
integrated more effectively with college
programs. These meetings vvere attended
by alnoost
people frono area colleges,
high sehools and industries: a number of
those attending were (of the minorities.
The effort is continuing and will culmin-
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Feet Voting
Editor:

Despite all the advice and resignations by
AFTers over the timing of a strike on the
heels of a student strike attempt, and the
tactics of a strike as a proper recourse for
college professors; the Arr, representing
about 18 per cent of the SJS faculty, went on
strike. Now if the AFT has anything to do
with it, we’ll soon have guns, fires and bombs
right here, just like San Francisco State.
Critics of the AFT strike insisted from the
start that the AFT would not be able to exercise proper strike discipline; and last Friday,
a policeman was shot at. as SDS went off to
do their own thing - and so far, in light of
the SDS violence, not one word of repudiation
from the Arr. The AFT was told that they
would lose their jobs; but they replied that
the issues were so moral that they were willing to stiffer the consequences. Dr. Rutherford, however, seemed very much surprised,
and extremely indignant that the SJS administration would be so insolent as to comply
with the California Education Code, and inform all striking professors that they were
being "resigned" according to due proces.s
under the law. The API’ says that they are
striking for collective bargaining rights for
the whole SJS faculty, whether they want it
or not. But then this small minority of the
faculty gets very up tight if you even raise
the question of this strike being a "power
grab" for pmfessorial unionization. An interesting paradox of the strike is the AFr insisting on stringent application of legality and
due process; while at the same time.ignoring
the law that stipulates that state employees
are not allowed to strike. When this strike
attempt began, the AFT stipulated that the
pickets were out to inform, and not for physical intimidation-confrontation. But since arrests have started against pickets who have
attepted to physically stop trucks from entering campus; it’s only a matter of time before
the AFT passes the word that nobody is allowed to enter campus, and to prevent them
by any means necessary. Another interesting
paradox, dealing with the SDS-led students
(?) in the picket line; is that, with one breath,
they protest that the Trustees will not negotiate, and that their demands are non-negotiable. I mean, why do they want the Trustees
to negotiate on non-negotiable demands? All
in all, AFT, the only thing I can conclude is
that you were asking for it, and deserve the
very best of which you are about to receive.
In view of the fact that only 28 out of the
124 AFrers who voted for the strike have
been resigned, I should think that the rest
of the AFT is about ready to reconsider their
union’s position, and perhaps, their leader’s
Motives. In view of the "unity" of the AFr,
while reconsideration might be late, it would
be morally ethical.
Before I close, I’d like to address myself
to our erstwhile ASB president, Dick Miner.
T, personally, could care less what your personal politieal beliefs am. MR I think you
should be reminded that as student body president, it is your responsibility to represent the
student body as a whole, instead of just your
own. And if you claim not to know what student body opinion is on this strike issue; Walk
around, count the lxxlies in the strike line,
subtract that from 18 000 - then try and remember that we elected you ASI3 President,
not ASB King. If you want a further sampling
of stUdent body opinion, look around baby,
we’re voting with our feet.
J. Frank Haber
Alain

are mailable for reiew. If Dr. Nlage’s 4011percern is such that he wishes to bee
sonally involved in such a program for the
coming summer, I am sure that we can
arrange it.
Currently, through a one-time-only offering of a (:yhernetic Systems course en"Poverty and the Eco ..... nies
Plenty," some of us are on a first n

titled

of

a sizeable lumber of Blacks
and Mexican -Americans who share a conis
viction that current dm isive alienat

basis with

the result of the imbalance of ownership of
income producing capital. The course has
been exciting and rewarding for all and
we will probably continue to pursue the
ar in the interstudy in a follow-up se
disciplinary Cybernetie Systems master’s
degree program with the enthusiastic participation of people of the ... i .oorities.
N’ery possibly, our greatest contribution to
de-escalation of racial alienation will come
from this effort.
Well before it became 1114. "in" thing
to do, I directed our Supenisor of ’feel’.
nicians to seek out people of the minorities for either full-time or student assistant
employment. We’ve been proud of the advancement ’node hy these people either
with US or in their subsequent employ.
mewnt; have
quite consistently had people
of

the lll i l torities

assist

teachers. NN’e now

have

us

as part -

IWO

whom

we

would like to have join us as full-time
teachers, but neither our salaries or local
especially
the current ones
-- cause them to accept M.
Professor 1’. E. Leonard of the A1.111conditions

namies

Departimiii

has had liaison %%lib

mi llll rity groups for !,iars and is eurrenik
very much involved with 011: off iees. (her
five years ago we asked Black senior engiOakland to

neering majors f
opportunity

for

us

to

visit

arrange

their

high

schools. Possibly through no fault of theirs,
the visits never materialized despite a
number of reminders.
Any number of our faculty, not menabove, are engaged itt activities

tioned

concerned with the minorities either on or Meantime. All of us can certainly do
more, but the efforts noted above certainly
don’t merit the grade given by Dr. Mage
who may have specific or measurable aetivities of which we aren’t aware.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
EditoriaLs and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters af-

fecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Baffin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

No Conspiracy

New Speech Class
Studies Prejudice
The nature and
of prejudice in communic ii,on will
onstitute the two !ludo: diVi,,ons of a new course, Prejudice
Commuoication, being offered
next senie,ter by the Sixitch
Communications Department.
Instroctor Mike Moretti, initiator ot the course, and assistant
professor lir. Phil Wander will
team -teach the class, Speech 196,

Black Studies
Department
Set for Fall
What started last spring as a
discussion has now become a
reality, at least on paper.
SJS will have a Black Studies
Department offering a BA degree
in Black (Community) Studies
beginning in the fall of 1969.
According to a statement released by Dr. Hobert Burns, Fleademic vice-president, the goal
of the proposed program is to
offer a "broad liberal arts education, with an emphasis in the
behavorial and social sciences,
which will serve as preparation
for community development, alWilYS focusing upon those skills
and subject matters most relevant to this end."
Courses in Black Urban Politics, Black Culture, Sociology,
Psychology, and Education of the
Black Community will be offered.
Elective courses include Black
Music, Black Art, Black History
of Abolitionism, Black History of
Reconstruction and Black Nat ionalism.
A student seeking admission
to the proposed degree program
must satisfy normal college requirements. Admission to the De’,ailment of Black (Community)
Studies will be determined by
the departmental
admissions
committee, but will in general be
available to all undergraduate
st udents.

from 9:30 to 10:45 on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
The first portion of the course
will deal with stereotypes reflected by the MEISI4 media during
certain periods of history, according to Dr. Wander.
The students will decide what
literature and time period they
wish to study, and will proceed
to trace the stereotype changes
through the years.
"For example," explained Dr.
Wander, "before World War II,
the media reflected the image of
Japanese people pr es ented
through Charlie Chan movies.
During the war, however, we received a different image, and
since the war the image has been
changed again."
Once the tracing is completed,
the second portion of the course,
effects of prejudice on communication variables, will begin.
According to Moretti, the major emphasis will be on prejudice and courts of law.
"How prejudice affects objective judgments and attitude
change, and the proprAition that
jurors cannot make objective
judgments will be investigated."
he said.
The men believe that although
juries are selected at random and
through a process of questioning,
including those about prejudice,
"if a jury is White and the person on trial turns out to be
Black, something gcxts wrong."
"Colleges in the past have protected students from this discovery. We will attempt thmugh
this class to tear away the protective covering given by vocational and business-type courses
and get at the ugly parts of life
covered by them," said Dr.
Wander.
Moretti explained the rise of
minority students on campuses
and the lack of subjects relevant
to them prompted the course.
’’When a Black or Chicano stu
dent walks into the class we
don’t have to explain the problems of minorities. They know
them. But when Whitey comes
into the class, he doesn’t understand them. There is no stereotype of him,’’ said Dr. Wander.
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Seale, Wife Freed
Bobby
OAKLAND ( AP)
Seale, a leader of the Black
Panther party, and his wife were
freed yesterday vvhen Superior
Court Judge I.ionel Wilson declared unlaalul their arrests on
conspiracy charges.
Seale, 32, and his wife, Arti,
22. were among six Panthers
rested Feb. 15 after a police
on Seale’s Berkeley apartment.,
A neighbor had called police
and reported hearing people in I
the apartment plotting a killiott
Police found a sawed-off shot
gun, an automatic pistol and a
hunting knife in the apartment.
Seale and his wife were charg- ,
ed with conspiracy to riot and I
murder.
Wilson ruled the arrests werel
illegal and chastised Berkeley no- I
lice for making the raid and
ariTehrstts. judge criticized Edward
FOLKSINGER JUDY COLLINS will appear in concert in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Feb. 20 as part of a tour of Northern California. Miss Collin!: current singles include "Someday Soon,"
"Clouds" and "S4anne." Her recent album, "Wild Flowers," is
on the top ten pop charts and her latest album is "Who Knows
Whcre the Time Goes." Tickets for the College Union Program
Board sponsored performance are now on sale at +he Student
Affairs Business Office for $ I .50.

Berkeley TWLF Strike Tomorrow
BERKELEY ( API The Third
World Liberation Front ITWLF1
at the University of California
Berkeley campus has announced
it will strike tomorrow to gain
implementation of its detnands
for a third-world college.
The group also demanded that
funds be allocated fur the college
by Feb. 14, the date by which
budget proposals must be submitted.
The proposal also called for
departments of Asian, Black and
Mexican-American studies to be
put into effect by next fall.
In addition, the TWLF specifJET CHARTERS
Five summer flights of 4 to 13 weeks
L.A. fo

Amsterdam.

relJrn from

from
Brussels

$290 to $295 r.t.
tone way SIM
For details write to Prof. Frank Paal, 247
Rolicroft Ave , Long Beach 90803; 438.2171

ically demanded that all minority
students whu apply for admission
be allowed to matriculate.

Foreign Reg
Necessary registration cards
for foreign students are ava able in the Foreign Strident Ad viser’s office, ADM201, according
to Phillip Perskey, foreign student adviser-

Bring In The
1Whole Bunch
1

Class Changes
Chanaos in the sprira; schedult.
of the philosophy department are
the cancellation of Philostoph
112, Survey a Contemporary
A.sian Philosophy with Dr. Ved
P. Sharma, and the addition of
Philosophy 60, History of Ancient and Medieval European
Philosophy with Dr. Edward
Black at 7-9:45 p.m. on Tuesdays
for three units according to Arthur B. Cody, department chairman.

_T,HE NEW BIZASS RAIL *
riro-CovEit * NO MINIMUM

NOW!!!
DANCE AND SHOW
Featuring
The Commenic.ation Plus with
Glorio Scott & Napoleon Brock
Amateur Dance Contest every Wednesdoy Night. Cash Prizes
for participants. No cover - No minimum.

THE BRASS-RAil
760

Coyne, Who led the raid, asserting his testimony was "inconsist ent with other credible eidence" and that the officer dem-,
onstrated "convenient memory’
inweol ion
to support thi

1:00)

Vjaw-Akiso Road Neor liickheed-

BANQUET FACILITIES FOR
op!, 200 PERSONS

When it comes to
giving best values on
used books we’re
top banana.

fetAtaoRK

AI
SELL YOUR
BOOKS NOW
Today through January 31 you can receive top prices
plus a large BONUS. Follow the crowds to the
cpaPtait geek4tere
"rill,’ on clunpui"

4-11P.411TAN

Tuesday .Tinttam

11c’t

’Expose’ Plays Tonight
"The Dutchman." a play by Leroi Jones dealing with "a reality
of lust and greed that Black
and White America are both
afraid to face" will be presented
tonight at 7:30 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium as part of a program entitled "A Night of Truth
and Possible Understanding."
In addition to the "Dutchman’s** attempt tu "expose a few
of the roles played in everyday
life," discussion and an appearance by musical group, The Life’s
Advocates, will be offered.

Europe
$262 round trip
You’ll be flying the newest scheduled transatlantic airline, International Air Bahama,
Boeing 707 intercontinental fan jets with
multi-million mile American pilots at the controls and five expertly trained stewardesses
handling in-flight services. You’ll be served
complimentary beverages and expertly prepared international cuisine. And, you’ll get a
whopping 66-pound baggage allowance. (A
$262 round-trip excursion fare is available for
those wishing only transportation to and from
Europe. High season group fare $339 effective
June, July, and August.)

Production is by Eddie Sim:,
an SJS student studying economics of the ghetto.

KSJS Log
80.7
Enjoy
6:00 Alan Wilson Show
the Good Things of Life.
7:00 Bob Garcia, Programme
Mexicana
8:00 Phil Foutz Musical
8:30 Radio TV News Center
Wrap-up
9:00 Inner Space Reality with
Daniel
10:00 Sign Off

FOR
CAREERS \\ ITI I THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
()n-Campus Exatninatiou Schedule
FEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
Saturday, February 1. l 909 8:30 a.m.
Benson Mentoria/ Center -- Room 229
I nitvrsity of Santa Clara
Saturday. Nlarch 15. 1969 8:30 a.m.

32 -DAY TOUR 11 COUNTRIES $795
If you’ve been looking at places you can afford
to go on your vacation, don’t sell yourself
short. Now you can fly Superior Class on a
scheduled intercontinental fan jet and spend
over a month in eleven countries for only $795.
Price includes transportation to and from Europe and in Europe, sightseeing, professional
multilingual escort, most meals, hotels. Countries include Luxembourg, Germany, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Italy, France,
Monaco, Spain, England and Bahamas. Tour
originates in Miami, Florida and departs on
the following Wednesdays: June 11, 18, 25.
July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30. August 6, 13.
For complete information write:

Room 141
Journalism Building
San Jose State College
Oren to ill Seniors and Grad Starlents

City
State

Zip

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fekteo.!

leave, Faus said he worked in a
number of midwest and east
coast =SCUMS including the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City, and the Freer Gallery in Washington, D.C.
The objective of his study, he
said, was to become familiar
with the resources that are available for the study of Asian Art
in this country.
The last half of the year he
returned to California where he
worked viith the Brundage Collection, a priceless collection of
Oriental Art located in the De
Young Museum in San Francisco.
Faus’ wife, Frances, also went
with him while he was on leave.
Mrs. Faus, who attended Boston
College and is ftuniliar with the
area, enjoyed helping him gather
material for his study, he said.
The Brunda ge collection,
which includes over 6,000 art
pieces, is the largest Oriental
Art collection in the United
States. The collection, which is
now displayed in a new wing
of the De Young Museum, was

ROUND HOUSE

I

Address

By DONNA BRIDGES
spartan Daily Staff Writer
Professor Warren Fails.
ho
left on a sabbatical in September 1967, has returned tu SJS
to teach again the class he introduced to the college for the
first time nine years ago.
Faus, who was chairman of the
Art Department from 1960 to
1967 when he resigned to teach
full time, is back again after a
year’s leave, to teach in his primary field of interest, ASiall
Art.
During the first half of his

You’ll find plenty at the Round House. Why?
V You’ll like the friendly younger crowd. Whether college men and women or young executives and secretaries, they all have a great time at the Round
House.
V You’ll enjoy the plush sunken circular bar. The circular bar makes everyone friendlier including the
bartenders who can really pour a drink.
I/ You’ll love the food. The gourmet specialties are:
steaks from specially aged Kansas City corn-fed
steers and lobsters from Australia.
With a date or alone, why not come in tonight and
soak up a little atmosphere?

I

I Name

Faus, Former Department Head,
Elected to Society for Asian Art

LOOKING FOR ATMOSPHERE?

ip m EN um mu m um iim um li
MI STUDENT EDUCATION
I OBER UNITED TRAVEL AGENCY
807 15th STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

Back from Leave

(across from Cinema 150)

I
Located at 2655 El Camino Real open daily 5:00

p.m. to 2:00 a.m. For

started in 1930 by Avery Brundage who since then has gien
a large portion of his collection
to San Francisco.
Faus met Brundage when he
studied at the De Young museum
last year. The 80-year-old collector first got interested in collecting when he attended a large
exhibition of Chinese Art in London, FiLLIS said. Brundage then
began to collect and still is, buying art from the Orient to add
to his collection.
According to Professor Faus, it
is virtually impossible to put
a collection like this together
now because of the great expense
and the scarcity of art objects
coming out of China.
Recently Faus was elected to
the board of the Society for
Asian Art at the De Young Museum, located near Golden Gate
Park’s aquarium and planetarium.
The society, which consists
of 25 members, is concerned with
arou.sing interest anti study of the
art of Asia in the Bay Area.
The society’s immediate function, he said, is to support the
Asian Art collection for the public,
Out of the three museums in
San Francisco, the De Young
museum is concerned mostly with
collecting
historic
paintings,
sculpture, furniture and decorative art objects.
Professor Faus said he thinks
eventually the area will come to
realize that the Brundage collection is one of the finest Asian
Art collections in the world, and
that "we’re fortunate to have it
near us." Faus aLso believes that
the collection will lead many internationally famous scholars to
the area.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

information call 296-1224

III =MI =I ME Ell MI IMI MI

a Et it s

Cal’s 16 Stores
in 4 western
states allows us
to buy
discontinued
books
at top prices.
134 e. san fernando

During finals
week we pay
bonus prices for
books used next
semester.
PiZ

457 e. san carlos
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LAUNDRY
SPECIAL

Intramurals
Final entries for intramural
basketball teams are due in the
intramural office by l’hursday.
The Slu entrance fee must have
been paid at the Student Affairs
office by that day.
According to Director of Intrannirals, Dr. Dan Unruh, any

Soccer Team
Lauds Stars
The !4.1s;
anti ju ii i ii r
tarsity soeeer 11.11111, held their
annual banquet Friday at ZorInt’s Restaurant.
lietul of the P.E. student
teaching’ department and anpi llllll err far all SJS soccer
games, Charles Walker was the
NIA’. This tast season was
W’alker’s last year as tut annoutorer.
Fred Nourzad raptured the
varsity’s MVP allY11 1114041 sportsmanlike trophy, while Luis
Nlintequi garnered the outstanding player award.
Nourzad, Maui Hernandez.
and NA Starch were presented
tt it It All-Anteriean awards,
while eight team members received all -league honors.

15c PER POUND

special questions or problems
should be discussed with him it
the intramural office. Unruh
added that the entry fee will be
refunded at the end of the season, and is merely a guarante,
that each team will participate
The basketball season will begin Wednesday, Feb. 19. Tab],
tennis will follow soon awl ward on Feb. 24.
ATO has taken the lead in the
competition for the intramural
team chatnpionship with a total
of 888 points. Second place TC
was edged out in the lust spurt
of the semester, bowling, and
finished the semester with a total
of 885 points. SPE is third with
723 points.
The first semester scores will
be added to the scores earned in
the upcoming semester to detei mine the all-college team chanipion. A total of 10 events hme
been completed.
TC won the swimming competition with 114 points, Kro was
second with 103 and SPE had
K5. SPE won the bowling competition with 275 points, followed by ATO with 144 and TC with
91.
Unruh urges all students interested in an intramural water
polo team to contact him.

SEW
SELL!
SELL!

SELL!
SELL!
SELL!
YoUR
BOOKS

BACK

TO...

cpaptast Soolatope
./.1.9111 On Cant/71(

DON’T WASTE YOUR SEMESTER BREAK ! !
OUR POLICY: THE FINEST FILMS FOR
THE DISCRIMINATING AUDIENCE ...
tart!4,

Thursday

TOWNE THEATRE
1433

Fluff dried and folded
in 3 hours.
Dry Cleaning
Finished Laundry in
2 days.
Rugs washed
elissunivretie
SPARTAN ALL-AMERICANS Dennis Belli, Greg Hind, Dan
Landon, Dennis Lombard and Bob Likens pose after they learned
of their newest honors. These seniors will be missed next season

346 E. Williams
Phone 2934221

when coach Lee Walton’s crew attempts to defend the NCAA
championship these stars helped capture.
IIIIII10100111IIIiIiiifit11011111111DIIIInimununnumuullinunnuinunnuill

Gain All-American

SJS Poloists Honored

Nothing succeeds like success.
And the success of the 1968 SJS
water polo team has succeeded in
gaining All-American honors for!
eight Spartan players.
The NCAA team which was
released Monday featured two
Spartans on the first team. Both
Greg Hind and Dennis Lombard
were lauded ft»* their work in
helping SJS gain the NCAA
championship.
Hind, called a superman 1.g
coach Lee Walton, led the Spartans in scoring with 62 goals.
The fine all-around performer did
most of the ball -handling for SJS.
Lombard was forced to go all
the way in the NCAA tournament because of an injury to Bob
Likens. He responded with an
outstanding tournament in the
cage. In his four years on
the varsity, Lombard blocked
more than 70 per cent of the
opponents’ shuts and blocked at
least one penalty throw per
contest.
Sprinter Dennis Belli nabbed a
second team berth for his outstanding play over the season.
The speedy Belli led the team in
steals with 70 and notched 35
goals.
Tim Halley, Bill Gerdts and
goalie Likins were all selected
to the third team. Halley was a
strong scorer for the well-balanced Spartans and 41 steals to
his credit.
Gerdts showed his vematility
by ranking high in all the Spartans’ statistics, scoring 32 goals.
recording 57 steals and leading
the team in assists with 12.
Like Lombard, Likins was an
outstanding goalie for his four
years with the Spartans, blocking over 70 per cent of the shots
fired at him.
Sophomore Jim Williamson and
Dan Landon received honorable
mention recognition.
Coach Walton was very pleased
with the eight All -America
berths but did believe his highlytalented crew could have faired
better. "I thought we could have
done better. Not by getting more
in numbers but perhaps having
them placed higher," he said.
Walton has come in for his
share of the glory. Last week
he was named college water tyolo

WHAT CAN ROTC OFFER YOU?

j

the ROTC student is
GREAT OPPORTUNITY When
,i, appointed a commissioned officer in the United States
Army, he will have achieved the enviable combination
coach of the year by the North- college coach of the year by the
of a college degree in his chosen field and a position of
ern California water polo coaches Santa Clara Valley Sportswriters
leadership in the service of his country. He will be makand Broadcasters Association.
association. He was also voted
: ing the most ef his potentialities for both a civilian and
military profession.
OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
*4 If you have two more years of SJS, you may be eligible
Edgar Cayce on Dreams Softbound La Cuisine de France mode, French
4,* to join the new Army ROTC 2 -year program. You will
$5.95
75e cookbni ($12 5o1
* first attend a special six -week summer training camp at
Froxen North fo Filthy Lucre by Birds of Field & Forest 62 rolor plates
$2.911
Import
Ft. Benning, Ga., and then complete the two years of
$2.911
.
($6.95)
r""""l
In My Disc Gold modern Chrktion Two Years Before the Mast, 2 vols.
* Upper Division ROTC. As on upper division cadet you
$7.95
Sale
1$24)
.
dlus.
$3.95
Sala
IVO)
will receive SSD per month, your uniforms, and your milVision of Paris photos of Eugene Chapters of Life Ly LoLsong Rumpo.
itary textbooks. And inquire about our free flight train$1.25
$9.95 Soft.bound
Atbet 1$19.95l
ing!
and :deo,1
le Arch. Many Lure of Antugues
Daniel to Paul
$1.00
Pr.
.
Sale
Sale $3.95 (83)
’II". ($13.95)
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction. Travel. Biography. Children’s Books, Religion, Music. Art.
etc. Get these new books at Bargain Prices NOW at San Jose
Book Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE!

For further information, phone 294-6414 Ex. 2722 or *
come to Room 308, Maccluarrie Hall.

IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
we can give you immodiate
Ask us about if chances are
information as to price. exact title and availability. If we don’t
have it. we can get it for you promptly.

UNITED STATES
ARMY ROTC

lest Seller
Reprints
for Less
295.5513

’til
9:00 P.M.
Thursday

119 E. Son Fernando between 3rd and Ith Sta.
t111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Here’s one card
from the establishment
that no student
will ever burn.

The Alameda

Grapplers
Take Win

This is "The Fixer" who
didn’t know he had courage ...until.
courage was all he had left.

Metto GoldwynMayer pie,ents,
the John Frankenheimer - Edward Lewis Ptoduction of

the fixer
.,n,Alan Bates
co.,,
Dirk Bogarde, Hugh Griffith, Elizabeth Hartman,
Warner, Carol White
David
Ian Holm, Drrturr
Tr troller, ar.r.a a. oa
Screenplay by
Prodrard by Edward Lava% Nectar! byJohn Franierrhemer
tvlertorolra C4

"."

The S.1S .t1,ily wrest ling team
taised ils season record to 7-3-1
Saturday by beating Cal at I fayward, 33-2 in a meet held in the
Spartan Gym.
Spartan standout Gary Romstetter, 160-pound division,
turned in an outstanding performance by shutting out Hayward’s Sylvester Hodges 6-0.
Hodges is Hayward’s top wrestler and is figured to be a contender in the NCAA championShipS.
SJS captured nine victories and
one draw in the ten divisions in
the Hayward meet.
Terry Kerr scored the only pin
of the day in the 130-pound division. Art Stone, 123, Paul Hat ling, 177, and Cleve Holt, 191,
won by forfeit, while Paul Cunningham, 137, Arno Dominguez,
145, Walt Thatcher, 167, and
John Shuford, heavyweight, won
on points.
Ron Wright rind Hayward’s
Dennis Burns fought to a 4-4
tie in the 152-pound division.
Coach Hugh Mum by was
pleased with his team’s efforts
this year. "We’re doing all right.
In our last five meets we’ve won
four am tied one. Our next meet,
the SFS Invitational on Feb. 1
should be an indication of our
team’s strength.

TWA 50/50 CLUB

YCIUTH FARE CARO
FOR AGES 12 THRU*21

ibis identification card entilleS member to Purchase ttansPor.
tation
sett only, subject t. ondit,ons an r ve.rse side
^44me

11 4

)d

Laale,s

Tr-)
CIty

Zip code

Strk3

Male tiretra!t? C Hair COIO
Itjlarj, ExeiteS cn
Card

color
A ,;2.6 (2 020clay)
c"

EY.

’1 /1 r/

It’s TWA’s 50 50 Club Card. And if you’re
between the ages of 12 and 21, it entitles you to
fly TWA anywhere in the United States at
half -fare (and it’s good for discounts on most
other airlines too). Now’s the time to get one, so
you can take off between semesters. Fly skiing,

7

CZ)
QC

SEE
REVERSE

fly swimming, fly home. fly anywhere. TWA
fl ies just about everywhere. See your travel
agent, TWA Campus Representative or stop
by the local TWA office. Forget about exams
and fly TWA somewhere at half-fare. Even if
your parents approve.
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N ixon Address

’Times on Side of Peace’

Spartoguide
TODAY
Spartan Shield’s, 5:55 p.m.. Student Council Chambers, College
last
Union. Important meeting
of the semester. All members
attend for assignments for spring
oriental ion.
TOMORROW
Spaghetti Feed, 11 !:i0 a.m.-1:30
p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth
St. "All you can eat" for 40 cents.
THURSDAY
11’nal B’rlth HiHet Foundation,
4 p.m, Newman Center. 79 S.
Fifth St. Modern Hebrew class -Rabbi Familani is the instructor.

CHARTER
FLIGHTS
EUROPE-Summer’69

11 dates to pick from! Write or
coil immediately tor information
ond applications. Reserve early!
Pure Jet on Certified Carriers
ROUND TRIP
$189
New York/London
ROUND TRIP
Oakland/London
$289

ocadanaiAmsterdam $299
ONE WAY Sl 8 9
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

T-M TRAVEL

60 N. First St , San Jose. Calif.
Ph. 14081 293-1033

WASHINGTON 1AP) - President Nixon took an inaugural
vow yesterday to "consecrate my
office, my energies, and all the
wisdom I can summon, to the
stittlae of peace among nations."
Minutes after taking his oath
as the 37th American president
Nixon told massed thousands in
the Capitol Plaza:
"For the first time, because
the people of the world want
peace and the ’cadets are afrkiid
of vvar, the times are on the side
of peace .
"After a period of confronta*

tion, we are entering km era of
negotiation."
The 17-minute inaugural address ’was delivered rapidly and
in low key. It was interrupted
nine times by brief, almost perfunctory applause. There was
strong applause at the close but
no sustained ovation.
The President promised to pursue at home the goals of full
employment, better housing, excellence in education. But he
warned that "we are reaching
the limits of what government
alone can do."
*

Senate 0.K.s Nixon Cabinet
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate has given speedy confirmation to 11 of 12 of President
Nixon’s new Cabinet members.
The confirmations, coming less
than three hours after Nbacin
took office, took about five
minutes,
The only nominee not given
immediate approval was Gov.
Waller J. }Ticket of Alaska as
secretary of the interior.

The Senate Interior Committee
had approved his apixsintment
this morning after five days of
doss scrutiny that produced controversy over his policy views
and financial holdings.

How come you don’t pay as much
for books as

"’./Iltptast gookitope
;17 /11 011

(11411411
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WIN
A COMPLETE WEEK IN

SQUAW VALLEY
SIGN UP FOR THE SEMESTER BREAK
SKI WEEK
Feb. 2-7, 1969
5 all day lifts
5
5

nights lodging

Olympia
Village
Hotel

r00111

The FREE week award will be made at
Squaw Valley.
-9-

-410-

-9.-

Sign up at: Freeman’s Ski Chalet
$25 deposit -244 S. 2nd (close to campus)
Further Info: Bob Kraft 266-0952 (1-5 P.M.)
Barry Scott 294-8667 (5-9 P.M.)
Your Campus

Representatives

Ags 17-25
Single or Mrried
New low rates for young drivrtrs.
Preferred or hard to place risks
accepted.
DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 St
Creek Blvd.
San Jose
Sulf 205
243-5027

Malachi’s
UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING
featuring
Turtle Necks,
Nehru Suits,
Dress and Sport
Jackets, Shirts
Bell Bottom and
Double Breasted
Stole Pipe Slacks
English Cut Suits
Sweaters
Dress Shirts
Exciting
Accessories, Jewelry,
Belts, Ties, Scarfs

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

5% Discount on Ski Sweaters
with Student Body Card

fetrirdlE

1742 El Camino Real et El Monte
Open ’til 9 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
Mt. View
967-3037

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $116 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent sayings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Oakland/London/Oakland - June 19Sept. 6 -$285. Los Angeles/AmsterdamiLos Angeles - June 22 -Sept 13
- $285.
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
Amsterdam-Londan-Athens.Limon-Yugo.
slavia-Japan. For information: VIC Club
(213) 877-2271 or write 12735 Kling
Street. Studio City, Cal,f. 91604.
CLASSICAL GUITAR Instruction. Call
Bob Brandon. 287-5i61.
WANTED: A SENSITIVE BEING. Girl or
Guy whose awareness of self, whose
personality, whose capacity for quality
will qualify him or her for the major
role of a film which will be produced
during the beginning of the Spring ’69
Eemester here. Call 225-4974 after six
or sign up at Student Union.
WILL PAY Good price for tickets to
Fall commencement exercises. Call 2251187 after 6.
FOLKSINGER Wanted: Female, cute
.,th good style guitar or other desired,
but noi necessary. Call Terry at 2484378. Leave message if not there.
1969 TOWER LIST IS COMING!
Wed Jan. 29th, 9:30 A.M. 7th St.
AMATEUR TALENT AUDITIONS Hospital shows. No pianos. Must have
accompaniment and transportation.
Small renumeration. Toque a, Associates
538-2055.
auTONOTIVE 2,
’64 CORVETTE. Blue w/black inferior.
4 spd, mags, exc. condition. $1800 firm.
Call 964-2527.
64 DODGE POLARA SOO. P.S., P.8.,
Sport interior, exc. condition. Has ’69
plates. Call 269.5564.
’62 IMPALA. Dark Green. 317, 4
hbl, auto, chrome mags, good shape.
POO. Call 287-4484.
PORSCHE RDST. TOP. Never used, fits
60-62. $25. Ski rack 55-57 Chew $7. Call
743-6733 after 7 p.m.
DON’T MISS THIS! ’511 OLDS. Reblt.
New-rings, bearings, hoses, wiring, radiator; oil, fuel & water pumps: valve
lob & reblt. trans + extras. Ex,. price
- -must sell. Call Stan 287-1674 or
Inners message 295.1771.
’67 VW Bug, R & H, popout windows,
very good condition. Asking $1550. Call
neenings 292-9/25.
I96S FORD FAIRLANE. Must sell imrned. Best offer, auto., P.S.. R/H. 289
V-8, turquoise, ex. cond. #377.2637,
before 4 p.m.
’59 MGA. Needs body work. $200/best
offer. Call 286-2931.
’59 FORD. Power steering, radio 8,
heater. Good condition. $150/best
offer. 286.9747.
’56 CHEV. 4 dr. V.8. Excel. cond. R/H.
Clean, dependable. $200. Call Bruce
102A. 294.6019,

KOFLACH LADIES Buckle Ski Boots.
Size 8. Never used. Cost $55, A steal
at $40. 297.6512 evenings after 6.
STEREO EQUIPMENT. Separate or all
together. Bogen TR 100X Receiver, Koss
Pro4A head set, Warfedale W20 speakers, Sony TC255 Tape deck, Garrard
MKII50 Turntable 294-8722
DOUBLE BOOT KASTINGERS worn
oniy once. and a boot rack. $60. Call
Barbara at 287-1848. Size 7.
SKI PARKA. S;ze L. Only worn 4 times.
Teo large for owner. $35, 297.5691 call
bet.,...^ 7 7 ^1. 8, 7.11:30 p.m.
HELP WANTED 14)
ANY STUDENTS who have done Art or
Photography work on the construction
of the new College Union please contact Gale Amur. 294-6414, Ext. 2763.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK
21 hours per week. Immediate openings
it our reference programming deaf.
Learn techniques in marketing and
sales promofon. $168 per month guaranteed. Public contact work with man
agerial experience. Call M. Lenz. 2861650 bet. 9 a.m. & 3 p.m.
LAW OFFICE: Steno, ffIr pt. needed
9.12, Mon. -Fri. $1.65/hr. Coll 295.5709.
1.5 p.m. for appointment.
HOUSINC.
NOW RENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrm.
Nicely furnished, shag rugs, pool, rec.
room. 470 S. I Ith, # I, 287-7590.
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE. Best food in town. Linen &
maid service. On campus, 237 E. Son
Fernando, off. 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293.6345.
7 BEDROOM HOUSE close to campus,
Girls only. $425 per month. 292-9400.
REFINED FURNISHED Rooms. Males.
Kit priv. No Smoking er Drinking. 2933088.
GIRLS: I bdrm. furn. apt I block from
campus - $120. Elac. t n 292.1327.

DORM CONTRACT for sale. Moulder
Hall, Spring Semester. Salve $100. Call
John Street at 294.2927, Rm 225. Leave
message if no answer.
NEED THIRD ROOMMATE for small
house. Nicely furnished & close to
campus. 630 S. I Ith St. $50/month. 2875914.
DORM CONTRACT FOR sale in Waffle Towers. Spring Semester. Call 2873481 Pat Sweeney. Room 507A.
2 GIRL ROOMMATES Needed to share
2 bdrrn furn apt. Only $40/month for
Spring Sem ’69. Call 287-5499 after 5.
NEEDED: ONE FEMALE roommate to
share 2 bdrm apt w/2 others, $52/mo.
Call immediately. 286-0460.
CONTRACT FOR SALE for Spring
sem. New hi -rise dorm, male, double
room. Call 286.4235.
I or 2 FEMALES WANTED to share
luxury 2 bdrm apt. Mere $17.50/mo.
Rent in exchange for cooking and
cleaning. Stu or Steve a+ 272-2123.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for
spring. 2 bdrrn house on 8th near
Keyes. $55/mo. Call 293.0881 or 287[659.
CLEAN CASUAL Pre.Law Sr. 26 seeks
priv. rm in shared house, apt to $65.
Hi.fi. 19 units. 293.1233.
NEED MALE ROOMMATE Feb. I.
Huge 2 Br. apt. Own oom. Grad pre.
ferred. $61/mo. 276 N. 3rd St. Apt. A.
297-5882.
WANTED: I or 2 female roommates.
$47.50. Call 286.5122. 614 S. I Ith #10.
APT FOR RENT: Elec. kitchen, 2 bath/
2 lq bdrrns, Ample rm. for 4. 2 blks
frorn campus. $230/mo. 287-4926.
1.478A62L.E ROOMMATE NEEDED for Spring
Semeste. 439 S. 4th. Apt 6. Call 287.
3 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. 2
bdrrn/2beth. Just 2 blks from campus.
Upper division or grad preferred. 148
E. William #28. 287-4821.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE: Share
with 3 others - 2 bdrm. apt. $42/mo.
i block from campus. Call 287.4943.
2 CONTRACTS For Sale. Allen Hall.
Male & Female contract. Call room 126B
or 2278 294.8741.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CONTRACT FOR SALE for spring semester. Halls of Ivy. 114 S. I Ith. Call
297-1814.
FEMALE TO SHARE comfortable I
bdrm. apt. w/pool for Spring. 476 S.
7th. Call Sherie. 298.4644.
2 BEDROOM I I BEDROOM APT
Available Feb. I. $55/mo. each. I block
from campus. 298-3377.
I OR 2 GIRLS to share 3 bdrm/2 bath
house 4 miles from campus. Carpets.
util. Call
drapes, frpl., garage. $75
286.9394 evenings. Ask for Bev.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. $50/mo.
Share with 3 others. 346 N. 7th *4
Call 286.2974.
SENIOR FEMALE Roommate to share 2
bdrm/2 bath apt. $57.50/mo. 148 E.
William *II. 287-4428.
AVAILABLE Feb. I. Room to share in
large comfortable home. Female only,
two blocks from campus. Phone 2979742 after 5 p.m.
MALE UPPER Div. needed to share 2
bdrm. apt. Neat, clean. fairly studious.
$62.50/rno. Feb. I. 298.0700 after 3.
I FEMALE ROOMMATE: Large 4 bdrm.
house $45/mo. Share bdrat. Call 2874074.
MALE ROOMMATE needed for spring
sem. $55/mo. 529 S. 10th #4. 286.1279.
UP/DIV. rmrnate to share 2 bdrm apt.
w/3 vets. Across St. from Eng Bldg.
Pool, $55/rno, 286-2695.
3 GIRLS NEED 2 bdrrn. furn. apt. or
house. $150 rno. or less. Anything available? Call 286.9912.
DORM Contract for sale for spring
semester. Contact Mary Morris Rm.
227A Washburn Hall. 294-2916 or 281.
7649.
NEED ROOM In house or apt. Close
to SJS. Rent up to $45, prefer lower
Call 294-3056. Female.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Your own
bedroom. $77.50/mo. $25 dep. 151 S
I3th St. #5. 297.5691. Call between
7-9 a.m. & 741:30 p.m.
2 BDRM. APT. For rent for spring sem
2 balconies. $220/mo. Troy IV Apts. 460
S 4th *14. 295.6423.
SPRING CONTRACT For Hirise dorm
Confect Jonelyn Weed room 602A. 287
3481.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to
share w/2 others. Separate bdrms.
$52.50/rno. 660 S. 11+11 292.8226.
1 UPPER DIVISION Girl spring semester
to share 2 bdrrn. apt. Contact Arlene or
Julio 293.2699.
BIG HOUSE on 12th St. Pertly fur
nished. Up to six girls. $299. Inquire at
576 East Santa Clara St.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
bedroom apt. with ne other. $55/rno
221 7467.
,
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LOST: Black notebook. In v..- o-1,1y of
William between lOth & I Ith. Coll Ted
at 293-9607.
14.eSUNALS )71
WORLD PEACE BEGINS IN YOU. Dial
Peace of Mind, Day or Night. 294.3333.

FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES.
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
Myles. 948-178 I .
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term papers. etc. Call 258-4335.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Eaperienced. 243.
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.
E4perienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.
RENT A STEREO OR 7,/ FROM ESCHES
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2 mi.
from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298.41()4.
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Check our prices. Compare our Quality.
Call Mark, Bill & Wally. Air San Jose,
Hillview Airport. 259-911 I.
HEATHERLEE DAY NURSERY
"Summerhill" type philosophy. Call 297.
1523 or 286-4540.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
60% discount for students. Call Bred
Wall 295-9559 for free rates.
DAY CARE for infants and pre-schoolers in my Willow Glen home. Good
references. Call 264-9054.
TERM PAPERS to write/ Need Help7
Accurate fast typing available. CA
M 377-8327.
TYPING, Experienced, dependable, rioa.
sonable, Thesis. manuscripts, term papers, etc. 294-1313.
PLAYGROUP - PRESCHOOL
FULL DAY OR PART-TIME
Experiences( Teachers
Relaxed, Child -directed atmosphere
295.7549
BABYSITTING, Full or Parttime. Special
situation. My home. Near SJSC. 2958439 in A.M.
BABYSITTING Close to campus. Reasonable rates and excellent care. 287.
4863.
TYPING IN MY HOME - 25c a page.
Will do minor editing. Contact 257(1788.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30

SERVICU tar

Two
per

All for $67.50 each

they may defer active duty after
graduation to pursue graduate
studies, according to Major M. L.
Cisneros, of the ROTC program
at SJS.
Further information can be obtained at the Military Science
and Tactics Dept. in MacQuarrie
Hall, or by phoning ext. 2’722 on
campus.

SCA ....ALF

Breakfasts

5 Dinners

"we cannot learn from one
another until we stop shouting
at one another - - until we speak
quietly enough so that our words
can be heard as well as our
voices."
"We have found ourselves rich
in goods but ragged in spirit:
reaching with magnificent precision for the moon, but falling
into raucous discord here on
earth," the former vice president
said.
"To a crisis of the spirit, we
neevt an answer of the spirit, To
find that answer, we need only
look within ourselves," the new
President concluded.

The two-year Army ROTC PrOgram has scheduled its qualifying
examination for applicants for
Feb. 8 and 15, at 8 a.m. in Mil 324.
The test is one of five steps for
applicants. The other steps are
to complete ROTC questionnaire,
take a medical examination, attend a personal interview, and
attend basic summer camp.
The two-year program pays
participants 850 a month and allows its graduates to serve as
officers upon graduation from
college. Or, if participants desire,

AUTO
INSURANCE

-4- Spartan Daily Classifieds -4aNNOUNCEMEiSTS

1g

"What has to be done, has to
he done by government arid people together or it will not be
done at all," the Republican
President said. And the effort
must be that of a united people,
he emphasized, both Black and

AROTC Schedules Exams

US. SURPLUS. Navy Pee coats, Field
jackets, Bell bottom pants, leather &
suede jacketn, camping supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet good ...I,. JACK’S & PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. Hedding St. Between 8th &
9th St, Free Perking. Open Sat. & Sun,
Closed MondaYS.
SAVE $$$. Build your own light show.
Plans & schematic for 4-channel color
organ. $1.00. Wayne Thompson, Box 244,
El Granada. Calif. 94018.

II WELL , THE BEST vVAY I KNOW TO HELP YOU IMPROVE YOUR
PAM WORK WOULD 0E1’0 STOP C.OMIN6 TO GLASS A FEW PAY5.0

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each Di*

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day
3-lims
4 limn
5 linos
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addlhone! line

One day

Two days Three days Four days

2.25
2.40 - 2.50-2.00
2.50
2.75
2.90
3.00
2.50
3.00
3.25 -3.40
-3.50 3.00- -3.50-3.75
4.00
_______ _ -3.90
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’

.50

.50

.50

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30-11:30

Five days
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Announcements (I)
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0 Automotive (2)
0
For Sale (3)
n
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CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPOftARY
rings for getting engaged. married, sharing water. George Larimors. Old Town,
Los Gatos. 354.8804.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Eleetric,
Masters-Reports--Dissertations. Marianne Tambora. 1924 Harris Ave. Cell
371-0395. San Jose.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Arcurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.

.50

A CLASSIFICATION
Ilelp Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Housing (5)
0 Services (8)
lost and Found (61
[ Transporiatinn (9)

Print Name
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For
Enclosed is $
Phone

Send in ,.sridy order blank.
Enclose c.sh or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Days

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
25114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
Please allow 7 days aftet piecing for ad to appear.
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